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Their eyes float through the smoke
rising from chimneys
high over Europe’s plains

not even deer in death
have eyes filled with such
blankness where it is

impossible to find
an end to nothing there
where emptiness

is all that’s given back
should they happen to gaze
toward us gazing at them

and in the slightest breeze
no one can discern
a difference between

the smoke and such eyes
that are not capable
to hold us in contempt

perhaps nirvana is
the only gift they have
leaving us with none
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They pressed their faces up
against the windows of 
the train going away

their faces seemed to be
masks laid over them
or ghosts of who they were

but ghosts of who they will
become when they rise up
in later memory

they do not know that they
will not be seen again
as they appear now

and if they see at all
it is the rain that runs
along the glass and blurs

their faces and the world
if it were possible
the trees and birds that line

the tracks would howl forth
prophetic cries of pain
the sound of rain would be

lament that falls without
ceasing upon the glass
where they disappear

but all that can be heard
is the engine waning in
the distance till it’s gone

they have forgotten how
to cry   the silence in
their eyes the sound of stars
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Like butterflies their hands
against the setting sun
fly carelessly away

the rain does not come near
their brief fragility
coming and going their flight

without the slightest pause
the air trembles with
the lightness of their wings

o inviolate
the fire invisible
almost igniting grass

impossible to hold
your gaze on them in their
departures into light
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On all their faces sun
pours down and purposes
of rain that cannot be

unraveled and so their eyes
do not simply see
but take the spectacle

of all falling from air
quietly in to hold
it just as flowers do

but not as flowers they
carry the sun away
joyful thieves that leave

no trace of shame behind
the rain renamed inside
its purpose what they have

of souls and nothing else
to see of them but rain
that has its quietness

laid down upon the ground
of bones unseen as bones
but seen as fountains that

stand forever beneath
a sun that is of them
flinging off their spoils
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As if flowers had
suddenly sprung from their
open mouths against

a ground of naked air
and every voice that leapt
surprised into the spring

stood unalloyed before
their faces saying what
it was so swiftly that

the air itself seemed dazed
nothing else was said
in such small mouths

what can words do
but creep into their shade
where roses in their joy

burst all red upon 
their lips but in the shape
of red alone and fire
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Some were holding out
their hands along the roads
hands no larger than

the leaves that autumn when
the wind has come and gone
abandons to the earth

and from their eyes the light
was scattered   nothing in
its stead but absence that

before the winter comes
and overcomes the sky
their bodies were not seen

nothing of their hands or eyes
was moving in the dust
a prey so easy that

the passing birds refused
and turned gracefully away
gazing at them as

a landscape without depth
where only nothing passed
familiar with the route
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And so stately they
walk in twos and threes
unsmiling through your dreams

the language that is theirs
is known only to them
and so subtle that

not a word is said
all their exchanges dance
gracefully from their hands

little changes in
the air that spin around
their bodies’ easy pace 

and sudden streaks of light
open in their eyes
where all that passes is

taken quickly to heart
there to be carried through
the dark and held as one

might hold in hand a last 
breath unbidden that
fell at random there
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Some were taken so
swiftly they did not know
where they had been if they

had been at all with us
some were taken up
by fire some by stone

and some by steel that left
them lying broken on 
the ground where they had walked

no one believes that this
could be the way that such
small beings leave the world

and in the darkness stones
are heard to cry and stars
and nothing in between
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